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COMPANY
BELIEF AND
HISTORY
COMPANY IS ARABIC AND ITS
DICTIONARY
MEANS «PARTNERSHIP».
COMPANY WORD USED IN
ECONOMY
PASSED FROM ARABIC.
WHICH WAS BROUGHT GOD
IN THE RELIGIOUS CONCEPT
IT IS A COMMON BELIEVING
BELIEF WITH GODS.
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ŞİRK İNANCI

Although he believes in
Allah,
* In the presence of Allah,
in his adjectives and
in acts of spouse, partner,
equivalent and so on
and that
* Bringing helpless features
to God
It is believing in Allah.
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TEVHID BELIEF:
* Another god beside God
by bringing

* His partner, wife in the
adjective-verbs of God
and so on,
* God's greatest and most
perfect being
that there are no missing
features
is believing.
"La ilaha illallah" Word-i
Tawheed,
It is the first step of entering
Islam.
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When we look at the history of the
Prophets,

Prophets have always repeated this
holy message.
And people break it and think shirk
again
100,000s to fix and restore
the prophet was sent.
" - No prophet before you
We did not send it to him
let's not be: "The truth is that
besides me
there is no god. So worship me
Learn. " (Enbiya / 25)
“-Pharaoh, before him and six
the towns brought all the mistake
(shirk
and revolt) they came to work. ”
(About / 9)
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We think that people who do not enter
the religion of Allah

since they deny. These people are also
to Allah
people who do not believe in an
atheist attitude
We can doors.
But if we call these people the
polytheists,
deny Allah that you brought other
gods with you
we cannot see what they do not.
"They (polytheists) are those who
say,
Another god with God
They know. " (Hicr / 96)
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If we pay attention, in the messages
of the Prophets,
believe in your existence instead of
the message of Allah,

we will see that there is a message
that do not bring gods.
For example; Names and Semud
tribes to their prophets
While protesting, the angel prophet
instead of God
a society that tells him to send to
Allah and
We can understand that he believes in
his angels.
“The Prophets said to them:
coming from behind and coming
from Allah
do not serve anyone else, they say
time, "If our Lord wished, of course
angels would bring it down. That's
why we are with you
we deny the things sent "
they said. " (Fussilat / 14)
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The tribe of Noah;
“Thereupon, the tribe of his
tribe
the notables said: "This is
just like being a human like
you
is nothing else. Superior to you
and wants to dominate. If Allah
if he wanted to (send the
prophet)
surely angels would send.
We are one of our past
ancestors
we didn't hear anything. ”
(Candle of / 24)
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MECHANICAL CUSHIONS
(Paganism):
Contrary to what is believed, the
Meccan polytheists
they believed in its existence.
Because to every society
Because the Prophets came, that
society, the divine religion
even if he broke it
They were affected.
Here, the Prophet Abraham
brought to Mecca
The Islamic Religion (Hanif
Religion) had come. centuries
The religion of Tawhid, brought
by Prophet Abraham

it was corrupt. It is a fact that
nothing
There are 100% intact remains.
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That the Mecca polytheists
believed in Allah
evidence:
1- They called the Kaaba,
Beytullah (House of Allah).
Those who say Allah's Home do
not say that there is no God.
2- Quran before coming
Hz. The name of Muhammad's
(saas) father
It was Abdullah (servant of
Allah). Allah in this society
the concept is not foreign,

The names use the name Allah.
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3- Before the Quran and the
Prophethood
Kaaba referee of the Prophet
Muhammad (saas)
on the issue of Hecerul Esved in
Kaaba
Mekkeli to replace it when it
falls
the polytheists are fighting that
to put the stone there
it was a great honor.
4- They circumambulate the
Kaaba, make Sa'y,
being circumcised, taking
ablution

They were customs from the
religion of Hanif.
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Examples from verses:
5 - Mecca polytheists worshiped
idols.
But their worship denies the
existence of God
it didn't mean. They are idols, to
Allah
They worshiped shirk to bring
them closer.
Zümer sura 3 “..to them (idols)
only to God
Serve so that they can get
closer
We're now .. " They were mean.
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6- The polytheists are not
atheists, but the universe, the
human
they saw Allah as the creator.
Zuhruf / 87- “If you give them (to
the polytheists)
ask who created you
Of course: They say "GOD". So how
are they translated from right? ”
Ankebut / 61. “Thank God
to them (to the polytheists): "The
heavens and the earth
the creator, under the command of
the sun and the bear
who is holding it? "
They say "GOD". So how (from the
right)
are they turned and rotated? ”
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Includes wax / 84. 85. “(Messenger, to the
polytheists)
that: if you know (tell me, let's see), this
the world and who owns it?

They belong to ALLAH. "So you
Do you ever think about it! Also"
Lokman / 25. “And let it be
to them / polytheists), "Who is the
heavens and the earth
created it? "
They say "GOD ...". Say: (So) praise
too
it is for Allah alone, but their
most don't know. ”
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7 - The polytheists believe in the
existence of God, sacrifice,
he gives charity but also sacrifices for
his idols

they were taking apart and running
shirk. The following sentences are to
Allah
There can be no sentence for people
who do not believe.
Enam / 136. “With crops created by
Allah
LEAVE SHARES FROM THE
ANIMALS
they think, this is to Allah, this is
also
They said to our partners (our idols).
It does not reach Allah, which is
reserved for its partners,
but to his partners
Reach! What are they making bad
judgments? ”
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8- The polytheists are wrong, even if
they have a bad understanding of
destiny.
They believe in the fate of Allah and
put it in idols,
They said they worshiped for.
Zuhruf-20. “And they said: If the WELD
WISHED
we did not worship them. Their one in this
regard
they have no information. They are just
lies
they say. "
Nahl / 35. " Co-runners said: "GOD
Neither we nor our fathers asked him
we worshiped someone else. No without
his order
we would not haram anything. "The ones
before them
they did so. On the prophets
Does anything else fall apart from the
clear statement? ”
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9- When they drink Allah, they
believe that they believe in Allah.
showing .
Enam / 109. “If a miracle comes to them,
strongly that they will surely believe
They drank AND WAS ALLAH .. Say: Miracles
only
It is from Allah. But when a miracle comes
Are you aware that they will not believe? ”

10 -Although wrongly to the angels of
Allah
They believed.
Zukhruf-19. " They (polytheists) are
They also counted ANGELS with their
servants.
I wonder if the creation of angels
They saw? "
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11- He believes in God and the
concept of prophethood, but
in the excuses of Allah, angel, not
human prophet

Atheists to tell the prophet to send
indicates that they are not.
Fussilat / 14. «The Prophets said to
them:
Coming in front of them and behind
them
Do not serve anyone but Allah,
when they said, "OUR LORD
WISHED
ANGELS DOWNLOAD IT Her
to deny things we sent you with
"We said."
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THE FIRST REGISTER
FLAG, THE WORST BEING
EVERYTHING THAT WAS
HAPPENED IN ALLAH.
1- When Iblis objected to God, he
and his people

He believes that the Creator is God
and is an atheist
it is not in motion. The same
expression in the verses above
There were also pagan pagans.
It is undeniable that God created the
universe.
cunning societies because they are so
clear and distinct
We do not deny that Allah created
people, nature,
They bring Gods with God.
Sad / 76- «Demon: I am better than
him!
YOU CREATE ME FROM FIRE, I
(Adam)
You created from mud, she said. »
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2- Satan prays Allah by saying "My
Lord" and demands life.

Because it is God who gives life
He is aware.
Sad / 79- «Iblis: O my Lord! In that
case
until the day they are resurrected
said deadline. »
3- Satan swears by mentioning the
name of Allah and
He is aware of the mightiness of God.
Sad / 82- «Demon: YOUR
ABSOLUTE
ANDOLSIN TO YOUR POWER
I will surely dismiss them all. "
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4- Satan, that the right way belongs to
Allah
vows to mislead people this way
it cannot be an atheist attitude that
denies God.

Limbo / 16. «The demon said:
If so
in spite of your
underestimation, I drink,
I am YOUR to deflect them too
On the RIGHT ROAD
I'll sit »
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5- Satan, he is afraid of Allah, his
punishment is severe
He says he is.
Anfal / 48. «Behold the devil
showed what he did well: Today
people who will win you
There is no doubt, I am yours
“Your assistant,” he said. But the
two armies
When he saw each other, he turned
around and said: I

I am far from you, I am yours
I see what you cannot see (angels),
I FEAR FROM GOD;
ALLAH'S SIGNS ARE VIOLENT,
SAID. »
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About Satan, some people used to be
angels later
says it was a devil . This statement is
false. To this delusion
since the demon first became the head
of the angels
are deducted
This is true. Because Allah, demon,
very knowledgeable and very
because he is a worshiper, he rewards
him
as an administrator to the angels who
have increased their rank
It has been spent.

This does not mean that he is an
angel. Because
there is no Will of the angels, a sense
of evil in it
you are a demon because there is no
property to rebel against Allah
The rebellion against God, the logic
that he was not an angel
Can grasp.
Also the head of the sheep
(shepherd) is like a human .
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In addition, angels were created
in the light and the demon
fire created (SAD duration 76)
is
their lineage and race are
different.
Satan is one of the jinn as race.

“KEHF / 50 - IBLI was FROM
THE GINES
RAHMAN / 15. " SELLER
CREATED FROM FIRE ”
and the will of the jinn
better or worse,
There are also those who obey
and rebel.
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So the demon says that God
exists,
believes that it creates nature,
itself and people
and does not deny Allah like an
atheist.
The problem is, just as in history
that denies the Prophets,

like the nations, the Mecca
polytheists,
ŞİRK is running. So what is Satan,
some of Allah
brought it to you, deified it, fell
into a company?
Satan is deificationing his own
ego , arrogant and
He does not ignore the existence
of Allah,
spouses. God is not the Main
Adam, greatness
belief in shirk has been formed.
Sad / 74- «Only Iblis did not
prostrate. HE
SIZED SIZE . »
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Allah's "Earth (man), Fire
(jin)
is superior ”of the word, the
decree of FALSE
that
your own opinion (fire is
superior to earth)
argued that it was true. (Sad / 76«Demon: I
I am better than him! You created me from
fire,
You created Adam from clay, he said. »)
His own ego, his mind and his

knowledge
It is deified.
THE PERSON WHO IS LACKED IN
THE ENDLESS SCIENCE OF GOD
ENTER THE COMPANY.
EVERYTHING OF GOD IS RIGHT.

ALLAH KNOWS EVERYTHING (ELALIMU)
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HOW THE QUR'AN , written
in the knowledge of Allah
that is a resource and deny a
verse edilince
it is not believing , if it is NOT
Believing here
because it is stated that God is
wrong
it is in question that he deified
himself.
Here, if the devil obeys his nafs
and opposes
So if there was a sin then regret
must. BUT SUMMER VISIT

GAVE GOD FEELING
FEATURE AND ITS OWN

MIND
AND UPGRADE YOUR
KNOWLEDGE, DIAGNOSIS
HAS. THIS EVENT IS A
BELIEF OF BELIEF.
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Because righteous who is
aware of your mistake
people apologize.
(HAZ. ADEM (AS) WAS HIS
WRONG,
He agrees that he is
persecuting and
He has belief in Tawhid
because he repents.

Error ADOPTED.
A LACK OF GOD'S
SCIENCE
VISUALLY was. Allah's
Tree
It accepts that YOUR
ORDER IS RIGHT
There is NO COMPANY for.
There is Tawhid.)
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But the devil said that what
he did was a mistake
he doesn't repent because he
is not accepted,
he is stubborn, his path is
correct,

believing that he knows
everything
megalomanizes, deification.
EXAMPLE, the chief god in
Greek mythology
revolting by stealing
information from Zeus
It acts like the god of
prometheus.
NOTE: THE WEST
SOCIETY
ATTENTION TO LIKE
PROMETHEUS
MUST NOT AVOID .
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Satan does not hold a match for God to
create the universe, man,
not arrogant. The things that He has grown
up are different .

Satan's greatness,

It is about
“INFORMATION” .
This is because the demon is a very
knowledgeable person.
was spoil. And that he knows as much
as God,

Allah says: "Respect
Adam! "
of your own opinion that
your order is wrong
arguing that true self
It is deified. It is not a simple
opposition to God

shirke because he sees himself and
his ego great
It is falling.
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Thus, the devil's
characteristics are revealed.
We are removing.
* Power and authority on
self- knowledge
seeing god
• Accept that the path he
traveled is correct
that the revolt by doing is
not a mistake
it does not claim and regret,
not to repent

* Because he didn't come
back from his mistake
stubborn
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* Adam as a complex owner
being jealous
* He holds his own descendant
(fire) superior, another
racist for despising the lineages
* Hostility to all people because
of Adam
blood claimant for feeding
* You will eventually die and
punish
that Allah can afford everything.
because of pride and arrogance
,

falling on the roads…
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SUMMARY IN THE QUR'AN-I
KERIM
THE FIRST SHORT IS THE
DEATH OF THE DEVIL.
first rebellious, first polytheist, first
pro-war, first second,
first blood plaintiff, first jealous,
first brash, first stubborn, first
It is racist.
Everyone like Satan is saying that
God exists,
the Mecca polytheists that created
the universe and human beings.
believes like.
Deification of your own ego, self
(devil) or
gods beside God by making things
other

The shirk belief that we bring has
been around for centuries.
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Already in the history of
all the Prophets
the polytheists of the
riots
is taken into account,
In order to enter Islam,
To the Word-i Tawheed
(La ilaha illallah = other
than Allah
there is no god) to
believe and say
If you need

the importance of the
subject (tawhid)
It will be understood
..........

